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Dangerous Occurrence – operator was using packer on shoulder. While turning back into shoulder there was a 5 or 6 inch raise with sharp drop. Front half of
packer was on road and when back half hit edge it tipped over on its side. Fortunately the operator was not injured.

A packer has a high center of gravity. Prior to making a turn survey the path and avoid obstacles that could result in a packer tipping.

Injury Summary
- blade fell braking pinky finger (lost time)
- slipped on wet deck and broke wrist (lost time)
- hit knee on trailer in walking boot (lost time)
- rolled ankle on shoulder in walking boot (lost time)
- rolled ankle in ditch
- rolled ankle getting out of CVA
- lost footing and hyper-extended knee
- fell off grader steps hurting ankle and wrist
- employee was checked as precaution after rear ending a public
vehicle that stopped suddenly in front of him
- finger burn after checking fan belt on packer
- banged head
- lower back pain after re-torking tires
- stubbed big toe trying to stop road sign in the wind
- pinched neck after moving equipment
- head, back and hip hurt after gate fell on employee
- hurt ribs when reaching over arm rest for radio mike

P&E Summary
- CVA back window broken when brooming
- CVA running board bent when going over ruts
- CVA backing out of shop caught overhead door
- CVA rear window shattered by rock
- CVA door caught in wind denting fender/hinges
- CVA windshield damaged by rock
- CVA hood damaged when duck flew up from the ditch
- CVA dented front right fender after hitting D Unit
- CVA back window broke when sign hit it
- D Unit backing over seal damaged rotary light and bent catwalk on tracks
- D Unit latch needed to be replaced after being forced closed
- D Unit tailgate dented pulling trailer hauling packer
- D Unit hit fender mount backing up to trailer damaged tail light / bracket
- D Unit was pushed into shop by loader and rolled into CVA
- D Unit ran over auto flagger
- D Unit bent exhaust stack backing into asphalt plant
- D Unit rear ended private vehicle
- Wind caught loader door damaging glass and mirror
- Packer roll bar hit overhead door breaking door panel
- Trailer slid into ditch nearly tipping loader over
- Vandalism to tractor, smashed front window
- Theft of batteries from tractor and R unit

